
SHAMANISM  
AND BEYOND

Introducing our In-house Shaman, Mary Raymakers
Come meet Master Sacred Shaman Mary Raymakers. Mary’s expertise comes 
from training with shamans all over Peru. Now she offers shamanic sessions 
in Jackson Hole at Medicine Wheel Wellness. For over 20 years Mary has 
been healing people using the purest methods given by Celestial Beings to 
the ancient Incan spiritual masters combined with the latest cutting-edge 
methods, receiving rave reviews from clients all over the world.

For more information about Mary, visit MaryRaymakers.com.

Shamanism and Beyond, Part 1 (March 12) and Part 2 (March 26)  

6:30pm at Medicine Wheel Wellness in  
Jackson Hole, WY, or attend via phone or Internet.

FREE TO ATTEND. Donations are welcome.  
Suggested donation $20

Register at mwwjh.com/workshop or call  
307/699-7480 (after hours call 307/699-4048)

Details regarding how to attend via phone or 
Internet will be sent once you register.

Endorsement by Terry Real—Former Good Morning America Relationship Expert
Mary Raymakers was a workshop participant herself. Deeply inspired by our work, she began professional training. On their 
own, other trainees began asking Mary to work on them and their reports were so remarkable that in 2007 we asked Mary 
to offer her services as part of our Relational Life Institute. Since then, hundreds of people have worked with her, and the 
feedback has been overwhelmingly conclusive: my patients and I love Mary and the results of her work with them!

We make no claim to understand why Mary Raymakers’ work seems to move people so deeply. Certainly our work has no 
particular alignment with the beliefs of an indigenous spiritual healer. However, for years we have been pleased to offer  
this modality to support those who wish to participate in the daily practice of living relationally.

Shamanism and Beyond, Part 1  
March 12  
Learn the basics of how energy works and how YOUR  
energy field works. Learn what causes disease or health.  
Find out how you can rid yourself of negativity and emotional 
hurt—no matter how long you have had it—and re-create 
yourself. Also learn:

What makes Incan shamanism unique and so powerful 
as a healing modality

The anatomy of your energy field that holds the key to 
your health and aging

The tie between your spiritual body and your physical 
body for health

How you can lose a piece of your soul, how you can 
recognize if a part of you is missing and how to get it back

Shamanism and Beyond Part 2 
March 26
Discover the history of the ancient Incans spiritual tradition of 
shamanism that began in Peru. Mary will share insights on:

The Incan Golden Age, with details on their healing practice

The demise of the Incan culture with the coming of Europeans

The prophecy that Incan Shamanism would “turn upside 
down”, but in our time would return in a new Incan 
Golden Age

How the original pure Sacred Shamanism is returning in 
our time

What does the famous Alchemist Saint Germain have to 
do with the return of the original pure shamanism?

What to watch out for when choosing a shaman

Shamanism uses the sacred energies in nature to erase and remove 
burdens, and quantum physics now validates that these energies 
that shamans tap into for healing are real and all around us.

Workshop Sponsored By:

“When I talk 
about Mary, 
I just call her 
‘Miracle’!”

MWWJH.com 
NewWisdomUniversity.com 
MaryRaymakers.com  

Find out more or register at 
mwwjh.com/workshop or  
call 307/699-7480  
(after hours call 307/699-4048)


